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To State Society Personnel Responsible
for Student and Educator Relations:
This revised manual has been written in order to facilitate better coordination among state 
CPA societies, the AICPA, educators, and others interested in attaining the educational goals of 
the accounting profession. It serves as a central source of information about various education- 
related activities and programs offered by state societies and the AICPA.
A large portion of the manual is devoted to descriptions of state society programs, specific­
ally a) high school and college recruiting activities designed to inspire interest in accounting cur­
ricula and the profession itself; b) programs intended to further communication between educators 
and practitioners on matters of mutual interest and to ensure that accounting curricula are relevant; 
and c) programs focusing on relationships with educators and educational institutions to promote 
cooperation between the profession and academia.
Also included are descriptions of various AICPA programs. Certain AICPA recruiting 
materials have been included; they are available in bulk quantities, free of charge.
Each activity has been placed on a separate page so that descriptions of new programs may 
be added to the manual. To help us keep this manual current, we would appreciate it if state 
societies would let us know when a program is eliminated or a new one implemented. You may 
write to or call Beatrice Sanders, Manager in the AICPA Relations With Educators Division (1211 
Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036, 212-575-6434) to inform us of such situations.
This manual can be used to plan an educational program appropriate to the needs and 
resources of your state society. If you think that one of the programs might meet your needs and 
you wish to know more about it, you can address your questions directly to the state societies 
listed at the end of the program description. A directory of state societies has been included for 
your convenience.
One way to make the manual more useful is to request that the person responsible for each 
program or continuing activity provide a brief evaluation of it before the end of the year’s ac­
tivities so that this information can be used for planning by the next year’s education committee. 
These evaluations can be inserted behind or attached to the description pages in the manual, 
thereby becoming a basis for the ongoing evaluation of each program by future education commit­
tee members.
To ensure the usefulness of future revisions of the manual, an evaluation form has been in­
cluded. We welcome suggestions for improvement of the content or organization of this material. 
Any questions or comments on the manual should be addressed to Beatrice Sanders.
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1211 Avenue of the Americas 
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EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school and college
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students, counselors, and the business community
OBJECTIVES: To focus attention on the profession.
DESCRIPTION: The chief official of a governmental unit (e.g., the mayor of a 
city) signs a proclamation designating a day as “Accounting 
Day,” a day devoted to publicizing accounting careers. Local 
newspapers feature articles on the proclamation.
OBSERVATIONS: The program may include sessions at local universities, lunch­
eons, and dinner meetings.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: California - the San Diego chapter sponsors this activity.
Pennsylvania - the Greater Philadelphia and Pittsburgh chapters spon­
sor an Accounting Day Proclamation in conjunction with their 
Distinguished Lecturer’s Banquet, not as a career promotion.
ACCUMATION (Accounting-Automation)
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: High school juniors
OBJECTIVES: To identify outstanding students and encourage them to major in 
accounting.
DESCRIPTION: Each high school in a city is asked to nominate five outstanding students, 
who are then interviewed by members of the state society. One student 
is selected from each school and is invited to attend a week-long seminar 
which consists of classroom instruction and field trips to firms.
OBSERVATIONS: The program is in its fifth year and has been very successful.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Oklahoma
ASSIST PARENTS IN COMPLETING FINANCIAL RESOURCES
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP AID
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Parents of high school seniors
OBJECTIVES: To help parents apply for financial assistance.
DESCRIPTION: State society chapters coordinate with schools to assist 
parents in filling out the forms necessary for application for 
scholarships.





EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To give recognition to outstanding accounting students and maintain 
good rapport with students and educators.
DESCRIPTION: A certificate is issued to the outstanding accounting student selected 
from among the high schools that maintain advanced (two year) ac­
counting programs. A permanent plaque with the annual winner’s name 
is maintained at the school.
OBSERVATIONS: The first year response was excellent. Students and faculty are enthused 
about the program.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: California - done by the Los Angeles chapter.
CAREER CONFERENCES
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To encourage the college bound student to consider accounting 
as a career.
DESCRIPTION: State societies invite students and guidance counselors or faculty 
representatives from the area to attend these programs, which attempt 
to present various career opportunities in accounting, such as public, in­
dustrial, governmental, and education. A brief critique is completed by 
all those in attendance. Some state societies show a recruiting film and 
follow this with a question and answer panel discussion led by young 
CPAs. Speakers include both practitioners and educators.
OBSERVATIONS: The conference evaluation sheets indicate that personal contact 
with CPAs has had an impact on high school students’ educa­
tion and career decisions. Both counselors and students are very 







Illinois - approximately 300-400 high school and junior college students 






CAREER CONFERENCES FOR GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Guidance counselors
OBJECTIVES: To provide guidance counselors with a better understanding of the ac­
counting profession so they can properly advise and prepare students in­
terested in accounting careers.
DESCRIPTION: State societies invite high school guidance counselors to attend a 
seminar designed to give them a better understanding of the profession 
and of the academic preparation needed for careers in professional ac­
counting. The program may include a panel discussion composed of 
representatives from public accounting, industry, and government, 
presentations by accounting educators on the academic preparation for 
the profession, presentation of a recruiting film and other recruiting 
materials, and a question and answer session. Some programs will 
feature speakers from accounting organizations and from the state 
school system. Another variation is to assemble the participants into 
small group discussion workshops or for visits to firms following the 
formal program.
OBSERVATIONS: Participant evaluations of the seminar have been very favorable, and the 
societies have been encouraged to continue the program.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Michigan 
New York
CAREER COUNSELING KITS
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Guidance counselors
OBJECTIVES: To promote student consideration of accounting as a career 
by providing guidance counselors with relevant literature 
on the profession.
DESCRIPTION: Before the beginning of each school year, all high school 
counseling offices are contacted about their need for literature 
regarding careers. Once a need for material is determined, kits 
containing literature on accounting, carefully selected to 
reflect current conditions in the profession, are sent to guidance 
counselors. Kits are accompanied by a letter giving the names 
of persons who would he willing to provide additional infor­
mation to students and counselors. A variation of this program 
is to have dinner meetings or seminar sessions devoted to the 
pursuit of accounting careers; kits may be handed out at these 
meetings.
OBSERVATIONS: Presenting useful and interesting information on accounting 
prevents counselors from overlooking the profession in discus­




Illinois - sent in response to requests generated by Career Services
Poster (see program description)
Michigan





Wisconsin — done by the One-for-One liaisons
CAREER DISPLAY KITS
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To promote student interest in accounting careers.
DESCRIPTION: State societies provide high schools with portable display kits 
entitled “Career Information on Becoming a CPA.” Tear-off 
postcard request forms for additional information should be 
included as part of the display to provide an idea of interest 
generated and impact of display material.
OBSERVATIONS: This program may also be effective in community and four- 












EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To encourage college bound students to consider accounting 
as a career.
DESCRIPTION: State societies participate in fairs held for periods ranging from 
one day to one week by setting up booths with display and 
slide presentations. Booths may be open from 9:30 A.M. to 
9:30 P.M., and mornings may be devoted to junior high school 
students from school districts in the area.
OBSERVATION: Attendance is generally very good, which means that many 








Maryland - participate in response to requests
Michigan - arrange for booth/programs in response to requests from 
schools















EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school and junior college
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Career counselors, math teachers and business teachers
OBJECTIVES: To promote student interest in accounting careers by informing schools 
of the available career services.
DESCRIPTION: A poster describing the state society’s career services - career kits, 
films and speakers - is mailed to math and business teachers and career 
counselors at more than 600 high schools and junior colleges throughout 
the state.
OBSERVATIONS: Requests for career materials and services have greatly increased since 
the poster mailing was instituted.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Illinois
EXPLORERS POST - LOCAL BSA COUNCIL
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To develop and maintain the interest of scouting students 
considering careers in accounting.
DESCRIPTION: This program is designed to expose students in local boy scout 
councils who have expressed an interest in accounting to many 
different aspects of the profession. Interested students and their 
parents are invited to attend a meeting explaining the exploring 
program. The post meets regularly, and some meetings involve 
visits to manufacturing plants and business offices. Social events 
also occur.
OBSERVATIONS: Inviting parents promotes their interest and leads them to sup­
plement the program by further encouraging their children. 
Similar programs could be carried on by junior achievement 
groups with students interested in accounting. Many students 
enter college accounting programs as a result of this activity.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Illinois - done at the chapter level
Minnesota - In-School Exploring Career Clubs, a project of St. Paul
Rotary & the Indianhead Council Exploring Division
New Jersey - done at the chapter level
Rhode Island - firms also sponsor junior achievement programs.
HIGH SCHOOL INTERN
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS : Students
OBJECTIVES: To provide part-time employment in public accounting firms 
to seniors in order to acquaint them with the profession.
DESCRIPTION: Guidance counselors and participating firms coordinate in 
interviewing and selecting students for internships.
OBSERVATIONS: The number of firms and students participating in this program 
increases each year, and several early participants have com­
pleted college and are working in accounting and on CPA 
certification.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Pennsylvania - the Greater Philadelphia chapter instituted a high school 
intern program to assist minority students at Overbrook High 
School. Each year, CPAs and former interns return to the school 
to talk with students.
INVITATIONAL DINNERS
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Counselors and teachers
OBJECTIVES: To bring the counselors and teachers up to date on the accounting 
profession.
DESCRIPTION: One representative from each high school is invited to attend a chapter 
dinner. The program is designed to meet their needs.
OBSERVATIONS: This program helps provide answers for a lot of the questions about the 
profession that the counselors have trouble answering.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Indiana
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT AUDITING COMPANY
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To develop and maintain student interest in the business com­
munity, and emphasize the significance of accounting and 
independent auditing to the flow of business activity.
DESCRIPTION: The state society or individual chapters sponsor this program 
in areas with Junior Achievement activities. The society or 
chapter finds out from JA executives on the local, state, or 
national level where programs exist and encourages society 
members to volunteer their time to work with JA members to 
form a JA accounting firm, supplementing their JA company 
activities with discussions on the work that CPAs perform. As 
an important part of this program, state society or chapter 
volunteers regularly attend JA meetings from November 
through April. Supplemental activities include office visits and 
tours of data processing facilities.
OBSERVATIONS: This has been found to be an excellent tool for teaching high 
school students about the business community as a whole and 
CPAs in particular. While the program requires more time than 
other programs, the rewards for this time have been great since 
highly motivated students usually follow up the program with 
business and accounting education.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Illinois - scholarship is awarded to JA treasurer of the year
Michigan - CPAs select JA Vice President of Finance winners 
throughout state chapters.
Pennsylvania - assists JA in locating sponsors from CPA firms. Incen­
tive for cooperation is provided by assisting in instructing com­
pany treasurers on methods of maintaining financial reports and 
instructions on preparing annual reports. Chapters present awards 
for treasurer of the year and best annual report. Junior Achieve­




EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To recruit qualified students.
DESCRIPTION: Black graduating seniors are given an opportunity to take an 
examination administered by the organization responsible for 
the National Merit Scholarships. State societies can recruit 
based on test scores of National Merit Achievement Scholars, 
as listed in state directories available for a nominal charge from 
the National Achievement Scholarship Program for Outstanding 
Negro Students, 990 Grove Street, Evanston, Illinois 60201. 
Recruiting efforts can begin by sending selected students letters 
of congratulation on their academic achievements with informa­
tion on accounting as a career and offers of additional informa­
tion on request. Students indicating an interest in accounting 
may be invited to dinner parties attended by black CPAs and 
may be invited to visit practitioners’ offices.




EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To encourage minority students to continue their education and to con­
sider a career in accounting.
DESCRIPTION: Members of the Minority Recruitment Committee visit high school 
math, business and accounting classes to inform students about careers 
in accounting and about scholarship and internship programs that are 
available to minorities.




EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school and college
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To facilitate implementation of recruiting programs at the 
chapter level.
DESCRIPTION: Chapter representatives are provided with a recruiting manual 
containing a timetable and sample letters to be used in making 
contacts with schools, advising them of the profession’s interest 
in discussing accounting careers. The package contains sample 
letters for soliciting member participation, samples or descrip­
tions of all available tools, rosters of high school and college 
administrative personnel, and discussion outlines and pattern 
speeches.
OBSERVATIONS: This program provides a uniform statewide recruiting approach. 




EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS : Students
OBJECTIVES: To promote communication between students and practitioners 
and improve relationships with high school faculties.
DESCRIPTION: Practitioners serve as liaisons to high schools, and in some cases 
junior high schools, meeting with guidance counselors, math 
instructors, and, most importantly, students to discuss the 
career opportunities in accounting in that state. State society 
members provide the schools with brochures about the profes­
sion and arrange to show films and answer questions following 
the films.
OBSERVATIONS: This program is an effective method of maintaining continuous 
contact with potentially college bound students. The success of 
the program rests on the rapport the individual practitioners 
have with the teaching or advisory personnel; for this reason 
it is advisable for the practitioners to indicate any assignment 
preferences they may have.
PARTICIPATING
















RECRUITING HIGH APTITUDE STUDENTS
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: Identifying and recruiting high aptitude students.
DESCRIPTION: A list of high aptitude students is compiled from such sources 
as National Merit finalists, National Honor Society, teacher or 
counselor recommendations, and even referrals from other 
students. An effort is made to acquaint identified students 
with accounting career opportunities by sending them letters 
of congratulation on their achievements, invitations to dinner 
meetings where accounting is focused on, and offering gradua­
tion awards, scholarships, monetary prizes, and similar 
incentives.
OBSERVATIONS: This program can be implemented by state societies or colleges 
interested in attracting students to accounting. Recruiting 
efforts of these programs have caused many qualified students 
to think about accounting as a profession for the first time.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Alabama 
New York
RECRUITING MATERIALS: FILMS AND TAPES
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To assist in recruiting and career counseling.
DESCRIPTION: Several state societies and the AICPA have developed films, 
filmstrips, slide presentations, and cassette tapes on accounting 
as a career. The materials are available to counselors, student 
groups, and practitioners participating in recruiting programs.
OBSERVATIONS: Although film production can be an expensive venture, ex­
panding technology in the audiovisual field permits societies 
to develop some materials relatively inexpensively.
PARTICIPATING









EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To provide material (e.g., fliers, posters, brochures, and other 
publications) on accounting careers.
DESCRIPTION: State societies prepare a variety of recruiting material on ac­
counting as a career. The AICPA also has several different types 
of descriptive publications used for recruiting and for re­
sponding to student requests for information (see AICPA Pro­
grams — Recruiting Materials).
OBSERVATIONS: A state society recruiting publication has a regional focus and 
can meet various local needs. Such publications can be used in 
other state society recruiting activities to supplement other 
material.
PARTICIPATING




















EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To encourage qualified students to consider accounting as 
a career.
DESCRIPTION: The state society administers a special mailing to all high 
school honor students (merit scholars or members of a national 
honor society). Letters are accompanied by brochures and 
students are given the name of a practitioner to contact for 
additional information.
OBSERVATIONS: The list could be used for career conference or dinner 
invitations.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Nebraska - solicits from math teachers the names of excellent math 




EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students and counselors
OBJECTIVES: To counsel students on accounting careers.
DESCRIPTION: Members of a chapter committee are assigned to meet with 
guidance counselors to coordinate selection of and visits by 
students to local CPA firm offices.
OBSERVATIONS: This program enables students to have a first-hand view of what 





EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: Maintain a speakers bureau and file of pattern recruiting 
speeches available to high schools.
DESCRIPTION: State societies identify practitioners interested in speaking to 
students at assemblies, organization or career day sessions. 
Speakers are provided with pattern speeches on the CPA and 
the profession. A list of speakers is provided to high school 
counselors on request or as part of a general mailing.
OBSERVATIONS: This program identifies speakers willing to participate in re­
cruiting activities and provides support for One-for-One (see 
separate section on that program) and career day programs. 
The mailing of the list to counselors is an effective means of 
maintaining a direct line of communication between the practi­
tioner and the students. The pattern speeches provide support 













Massachusetts - members of Relations with Educational Institutions
Committee speak at career day sessions throughout the state.
Michigan



















OBJECTIVES: To inform accounting majors of career opportunities in the profession.
DESCRIPTION: These conferences have different formats. One is to arrange for a panel 
of CPAs representing public practice, industry (management account­
ing and internal auditing), and government to address student groups at 
the various schools in the state. Another approach is to have presenta­
tions made by students and practitioners, and then follow these presen­
tations with small group discussions led by a state society committee 
member.
OBSERVATIONS: Students respond favorably to these programs.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: California - campus sponsorship of the Student and Practitioner Con­
ference is through Beta Alpha Psi.





DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students, counselors, and the business community
OBJECTIVES: To focus attention on the profession.
DESCRIPTION: The chief official of a governmental unit (e.g., the mayor of 
a city) signs a proclamation designating a day as “Accounting 
Day,” a day devoted to publicizing accounting careers. Local 
newspapers feature articles on the proclamation.
OBSERVATIONS: The program may include sessions at local universities, lunch­
eons, and dinner meetings.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: California - the San Diego chapter sponsors this activity.
Pennsylvania - the Greater Philadelphia and Pittsburgh chapters spon­
sor an Accounting Day Proclamation in conjunction with their 
Distinguished Lecturer’s Banquet, not as a career promotion.
AID FOR MINORITY GROUPS
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To recruit students of minority groups and help them success­
fully complete accounting degree programs.
DESCRIPTION: State societies help students obtain loans, scholarships, and 
part-time jobs. Some state societies sponsor special educational 
activities in an effort to improve the quality and increase the 
quantity of faculty members teaching accounting in minority 
schools.
OBSERVATIONS: This program has successfully met its objectives and has helped 
provide a supportive educational environment to students who 




Minnesota - sponsors scholarships for students of minority groups who 
are majoring in accounting





OBJECTIVES: To give recognition to outstanding accounting students and 
maintain a good rapport with students and educators.
DESCRIPTION: Accounting excellence award certificates and gold tie clasps, 
pins, $100 merit awards, and similar rewards are presented to 
outstanding accounting students, based on their scholastic 
achievements. Awards are generally presented in a manner con­
ducive to public relations efforts, e.g., senior award night 
banquets, accounting club meetings, honor day programs, or 
even at state society chapter meetings.
OBSERVATIONS: The students appreciate the recognition and the society appre­
ciates the visibility afforded by the program; both factors pro­





Colorado - presents awards to the top accounting students at each of 
Colorado’s colleges and universities.
Connecticut
Georgia
Indiana - the accounting faculties of all the colleges in the state select 
the recipient of the top accounting student award.
Iowa
Louisiana - the accounting faculties of all the colleges in the state select 




Oregon - presents a plaque to an outstanding student from each school 
whose accounting program is recognized by the society.
Pennsylvania - the accounting faculties of the two and four year colleges 
in the state select the recipient of the top accounting student award.
Rhode Island - three of the states’ five colleges and universities present 





AWARDS - HIGH SCORERS ON CPA EXAMINATION
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: N/A
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Candidates who pass the CPA examination
OBJECTIVES: To recognize and encourage high grades on the CPA exam.
DESCRIPTION: Plaques, pins and monetary rewards are presented to the states’ highest 
scorers on the CPA examination. The awards are generally presented 
at state society functions.
OBSERVATIONS: The winners value the recognition and the schools encourage the candi­











OBJECTIVES: To enable students to better understand the practical aspects 
of public accounting careers.
DESCRIPTION: The state society invites students and faculty to participate in 
this program, which might typically begin with a one-hour 
coffee get-together, followed by a visit to a client facility. 
Practitioners would then have lunch with the participants and 
take them to the practitioners’ office, where they would discuss 
public accounting career opportunities.
OBSERVATIONS: Student response to this program has been quite good. These 




Colorado - offers a Statewide Student Night Program, in which firms 
host students and the state society hosts faculty in afternoon visits 
followed by an evening dinner program with a speaker. Colorado 










OBJECTIVES: To assist firms and students in recruiting efforts.
DESCRIPTION: The state society screens resumes of students from schools that 
are not regularly visited by firms. This enables firms to employ 
college seniors for the summer or winter recess without having 
to interview at the schools. Participating students are given the 
opportunity to obtain exposure to the various conditions and 
demands of the profession and practitioners are given the 
chance to work with potential employees. At the end of the 
internship period, the practitioner may extend an offer of 
employment.
OBSERVATIONS: Some state societies that have been offering only summer 
internships are considering extending such programs into the 
winter. The majority of participating students are offered posi­








OBJECTIVES: To attract students who have, in their basic accounting courses, 
demonstrated an aptitude for the profession.
DESCRIPTION: Dinner invitations, usually signed by the chairman of the 
committee on student activities and the president of the state 
society, are sent to students who have demonstrated high 
achievement in a basic accounting course but have not declared 
accounting as a major. The committee chairman introduces 
guest speakers and speeches are followed by a question and 
answer period. In the evening, students are given the oppor­
tunity to further question practitioners on the work in public 
accounting practices. These meetings are coordinated by the 
university accounting department, which selects the students, 
the state society, which provides members for the discussions, 
and Beta Alpha Psi or another accounting club, which may 
participate in the discussions.
OBSERVATIONS: Students are given an opportunity they might not otherwise 
have to learn about career opportunities, and participating 
firms are given a chance to meet prospective future staff.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: New Mexico - students receiving society scholarships are invited to 
state society meetings and presented with a plaque or certificate.
Pennsylvania
Utah
Wisconsin - some chapters invite students to a fall meeting.
LOANS, SCHOLARSHIPS, AND FELLOWSHIPS
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To encourage student interest in accounting careers.
DESCRIPTION: Loans are given to needy students by state societies. Some state 
societies do not require repayment or charge interest until sixty 
days after graduation. Scholarships are awarded based on high 
scholastic achievement, character, leadership ability, potential 
for success in accounting, letters of recommendation, personal 
interviews, and individual need, although some state societies 
do not consider need as a factor in their selections. Fellowships 
are awarded to students working towards masters or doctoral 
degrees.
OBSERVATIONS: Repayment of loans is surprisingly high. These programs attract 
qualified students, many of whom contribute greatly to the 
development of the profession in later years.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Alabama
Arizona - offers scholarships only.
California - offers scholarships only.
Colorado - offers scholarships only.
Connecticut - offers scholarships only.
Florida - offers scholarships only.
Georgia
Indiana
Kansas - offers scholarships only.
Louisiana - various chapters offer loans only.
Massachusetts - offers loans only, on an interest-free basis.
Missouri
Nebraska - offers scholarships only.
Nevada - offers scholarships only to junior college and college students 
who have excelled in accounting studies.
New Jersey - offers scholarships only.
New Mexico - offers scholarships only.
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island - grant program with no repayment.
South Carolina - offers scholarships only.
South Dakota - offers scholarships only.
Texas - awards fellowships, on competitive basis.
Virginia
Wisconsin - offers scholarships only.
LOCAL FIRM DIRECTORY
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students and firms
OBJECTIVES: To bring together prospective employers and graduating seniors seeking 
employment.
DESCRIPTION: Local firms planning to hire graduates are described in a publication 
which is distributed to college placement directors, accounting depart­
ments, and to others requesting it. Firms pay for the cost of the publica­
tion and the directory is updated periodically.
OBSERVATIONS: Feedback from students, faculty and firms has been excellent and in­
dicates widespread acceptance and usage.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Colorado - all firms are invited to participate; directory is updated 
annually.
Iowa - annually publish available job opportunities in public account­
ing, government, and manufacturing.
Maryland - no charge to firms.
Massachusetts
New York
Ohio - charge to firms is $100; directory is updated semiannually.
Pennsylvania




OBJECTIVES: To provide accounting students with information about career oppor­
tunities within local and regional CPA firms.
DESCRIPTION: Local CPA firms man booths at a Local Practitioners Day which is held 
at a university. The state society may also be represented at a booth 
manned by committee members. Another approach used to present in­
formation about local firms is in a panel discussion format at Account­
ing Club dinners.
OBSERVATIONS: Students have responded very well to this type of program which gives 
them an opportunity to meet with representatives of local firms without 







OBJECTIVES: To recruit minority students who are undecided about a major.
DESCRIPTION: A list of high aptitude students who have not decided on a 
major is compiled. Selected students are invited to attend a 
dinner arranged to acquaint them with career opportunities in 
accounting and any special opportunities for members of 
minority groups. Minority CPAs would be present at the dinner 
and descriptive material on accounting would be available. The 
meeting might be publicized through a pictorial news story or 
some other means.
OBSERVATION: It is inadvisable to recruit students committed to other courses 
of study or students who have not demonstrated potential.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: New York
ONE-FOR-ONE
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: Community college
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students
OBJECTIVES: To promote communication between students and practitioners 
and improve relationships with community college faculties.
DESCRIPTION: Practitioners serve as liaisons to community colleges, meeting 
with guidance counselors, accounting instructors, and, most 
importantly, students to discuss the career opportunities in 
accounting in that state. State society members provide the 
colleges with brochures about the profession and arrange to 
show film and answer questions following the films.
OBSERVATIONS: Because of increasing attendance at community colleges, this 
program may become a good source of students interested in 
accounting who may be encouraged to continue their educa­
tions at four-year institutions. The success of the program rests 
on the rapport the individual practitioners have with the 
teaching or advisory personnel; for that reason it is advisable 
for the practitioners to indicate any assignment preferences 
they may have.
PARTICIPATING










OBJECTIVES: To provide an opportunity for prospective accounting graduates to seek 
positions with local firms that may not interview regularly on campus.
DESCRIPTION: Generally conducted at the chapter level, these programs are organized 
by a key coordinator for each chapter. The coordinators contact local 
firms and area universities to determine which firms will participate and 
the students who will be interviewed. Usually 5-10 firms send recruiters 
to meet with 25-40 students. Arrangements are made for a facility 
(restaurant or convention center) that will afford the participants 
privacy for the half-hour interviews. Each program runs from 1 p.m. 
to 6 p.m. and is followed by a general chapter dinner meeting with the 
students and faculty members attending as guests.
OBSERVATIONS: The programs have been rated as highly successful and are expected to 
continue. A significant percentage of students who interview receive 






OBJECTIVES: To facilitate implementation of recruiting programs at the 
chapter level.
DESCRIPTION: Chapter representatives are provided with a recruiting manual 
containing a timetable and sample letters to be used in making 
contacts with schools, advising them of the profession’s interest 
in discussing accounting careers. The package contains sample 
letters for soliciting member participation, samples or descrip­
tions of all available tools, rosters of high school and college 
administrative personnel, and discussion outlines and pattern 
speeches.
OBSERVATIONS: This program provides a uniform statewide recruiting approach. 







OBJECTIVES: To encourage students to address accounting issues.
DESCRIPTION: Accounting students are invited to submit manuscripts on 
accounting topics. Money or other prizes are awarded for the 
best manuscript(s) at a state society meeting.
OBSERVATIONS: Winning manuscripts can sometimes be published in state 
society journals. This is an excellent vehicle for state society 




Pennsylvania - publishes the best manuscript in the society’s journal 




OBJECTIVES: To maintain contacts with students and keep them abreast of current 
developments within the profession.
DESCRIPTION: “Newsbriefs” is a newsletter addressed specifically to students and 
published three times a year. It is available free of charge to both high 
school and college students. Copies are also sent to all accounting 
faculty with a request that they advise students of the publication’s 
availability.






OBJECTIVES: To introduce college seniors who are majoring in accounting to chapter 
activities.
DESCRIPTION: Member firms ‘ ‘host’ ’ students at a chapter meeting and through dinner.






OBJECTIVES: To expose accounting students to developments within the profession 
and help create a positive attitude toward the professional organization.
DESCRIPTION: State societies that publish journals make them available to students at 
no charge or permit students to subscribe at special rates. Some societies 
provide for student membership.
OBSERVATIONS: The program provides some promotional benefit to the profession and 
the society.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Colorado - sends multiple copies of newsletter free to college account­
ing department heads for distribution to students.
Connecticut - sends its journal free, in bulk, to accounting departments 
and clubs.
Massachusetts - offers students membership in the society which in­
cludes magazine subscription.
Minnesota - sends monthly member magazine free to colleges and high 
schools (educators & counselors) upon request.
New York - offers one year complimentary subscription to top account­
ing student at two and four year colleges with accredited account­
ing departments.
Ohio - offers juniors and seniors who are accounting majors affiliate 
membership in the society for an annual fee of $10. Affiliation 
may continue for up to two years following graduation.
Pennsylvania - distributes its journal to students who enter the scholar­
ship program, the student manuscript competition, those who 





ACCOUNTING EDUCATORS AND PRACTITIONERS CONFERENCE
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Educators
OBJECTIVES: To provide opportunities for dialogues between educators and 
practitioners on matters of mutual interest and to determine 
that there are appropriate standards for professional accounting 
education and that accounting curricula are relevant.
DESCRIPTION: These conferences have several formats. One type consists of 
concurrent seminar or workshop sessions, each of which focuses 
on a different topic. Participants discuss: core curriculum re­
quirements and the content of accounting courses, especially 
coverage of current technical pronouncements; overlap of 
accounting courses’ content; transferability of credits between 
two- and four-year institutions; attendance problems; require­
ments for teaching accounting and related subjects; tutorial 
methods; use of part-time instructors; utilization of more 
advanced educational technplogy; programmed study ap­
proaches; and similar topics. Another format used involves a 
speaker who discusses a single topic. After the speech, small 
groups discuss the topic focused on and each group delivers its 
thoughts at a gathering of the smaller discussion teams.
OBSERVATIONS: Participants have unanimously indicated the need for and 
benefits of such discussions. Some state societies have con­








New Hampshire - participates with other New England states in the 
New England Graduate Accounting Study Conference, a three- 






ASSISTANCE IN FACULTY CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Educators
OBJECTIVES: To further cooperation and promote rapport between educators 
and practitioners.
DESCRIPTION: The state society permits any accounting faculty member to 
attend its continuing education programs at reduced cost. The 
impetus to this reduction is that the AICPA will provide free 
materials for accounting faculty members attending state 
society programs that use AICPA materials. State societies may 
wish to provide these materials gratis to all accounting educa­
tors or only to member educators, and may also wish to waive 
their administrative fees for all or only member educators. 
Some societies develop a separate dues structure for educators 
to encourage practitioner-educator interaction.





Colorado - each accounting department head is allowed two free days 
of CPE per full-time faculty to distribute as he or she sees fit. Par­
ticipants must be society members; all full-time faculty are 
eligible for society membership as fellow (CPA) or associate 
(non-certified).
Connecticut
Florida - educators are given a discount on the society’s conference pro­
gram with which their institution is associated. They may use the 






Minnesota - approximately 75% of CPE programs are offered at a 
discount.
Missouri










CONFERENCE ON AUDITING EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Accounting department chairpersons & auditing faculty
OBJECTIVES: To stimulate dialogue between educators and practitioners on the cur­
rent theories and practical applications of auditing as practiced in the 
profession.
DESCRIPTION: Speakers at this two-day forum, which is offered bi-annually or tri- 
annually, focus on issues relating to audit education and practice. 
Discussions between leading practitioners, educators and department 
administrators are intended to provide a better understanding of and im­
provement in audit education.
OBSERVATIONS: These conferences have been unanimously endorsed by the conferees 
and have contributed to a better understanding of the relationship be­
tween audit education and practice.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: California - the California CPA Foundation hosts the academic 
members attending.
CONFERENCE ON TAX EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Tax educators and practitioners
OBJECTIVES: To bring together leading tax educators and practitioners to discuss 
mutual concerns and interests.
DESCRIPTION: Speakers at this two-day forum, which is offered bi-annually or semi­
annually, focus on issues relating to tax education and to the theories and 
practical applications of taxation as practiced in the profession.
OBSERVATIONS: This program was first held in 1982. It adds a perspective to the overall 
college curriculum by addressing the issues of tax education.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: California - the California CPA Foundation hosts the tax educators.
CPA IN RESIDENCE
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Educators and students
OBJECTIVES: To provide a current view of public accounting practice and 
stimulate student interest in public accounting.
DESCRIPTION: The state society arranges for an experienced practitioner to 
speak to and counsel students interested in accounting careers. 
Practitioners visit as many classes as possible, distributing 
material, answering questions, and obtaining the exposure 
necessary to encourage further contact with individual students. 
Visits may occur as often as several days a week during various 
weeks spread over a semester or as rarely as once a year. The 
state society usually sponsors a dinner for the faculty and prac­
titioners involved to promote better understanding of each 
participant’s role.
OBSERVATIONS: The CPA in Residence serves as a complement to the educator 
in discussing the practical applications of accounting concepts, 
provides an added perspective to the accounting curriculum, 
and enhances student understanding of professional accounting 
practices. The program also helps to establish rapport and 






Minnesota - utilizes teams of one public practitioner and one industry 
member to address potential accounting majors. Program includes 
community colleges in Twin Cities area.
New Hampshire - visit campuses annually.
Pennsylvania
Texas
DEANS AND DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS SYMPOSIUM
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Business school deans and accounting department chairpersons
OBJECTIVES: To promote communication between accounting educators and practi­
tioners and to provide an opportunity for the deans and chairpersons to 
discuss mutual problems.
DESCRIPTION: This two-day forum is offered biannually or triannually. Speakers ad­
dress the state of accounting education at the undergraduate and 
graduate levels; education programs and trends of the AICPA and the 
state boards of accountancy; government regulations impacting ac­
counting education; minority recruitment; meeting faculty needs, etc.
OBSERVATIONS: The California CPA Foundation hosts the deans and chairpersons. The 
forum has been enthusiastically received by educators and practitioners, 
and has led to the adoption of resolutions to improve accounting educa­






OBJECTIVES: To allow practitioners to share their experiences and knowledge 
with students.
DESCRIPTION: The society brings together schools needing or desiring ac­
counting instructors for varying periods of time and interested 
 practitioners. The society maintains a list of members interested 
in participating and forwards lists of names by subject or geo­
graphical area to department chairmen requesting this informa­
tion. The CPA and the school make their own arrangements for 
compensation, status, and course load.












OBJECTIVES: To provide accounting educators with an opportunity for dialogue, and 
with a program qualifying for continuing education at a reasonable cost.
DESCRIPTION: The conference addresses issues of interest to accounting educators. 
Some topics discussed are curriculum development, accreditation, 
course coverage of current technical pronouncements, etc.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Colorado - held a conference for administrators of accounting programs 
in May, 1982.






OBJECTIVES: To support the objectives of a university’s department of accounting and 
the areas of teaching, research and service to the professional account­
ing community.
DESCRIPTION: The state society’s foundation provides a $5,000 annual stipend to sup­
port a chair in accountancy. The chair may be awarded to a member of 
the accounting department’s faculty or may be used to attract an addi­
tional scholar of distinction from outside the university. The chair 
holder is selected by a three-member committee composed of the dean 
of the business school, a member of the university’s administration, and 
a representative of the state society. The person selected may hold the 
chair for a period not to exceed five years and is eligible for 
reappointment.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Nebraska - established the Distinguished Professorship in Accountancy 
at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln in 1982.
DISPLAY BOOTH AT EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES 
AND RELATED EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION MEETINGS
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: High school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Educators
OBJECTIVES: To provide educators with a current view of accounting and inform them 
of the society’s willingness to help them disseminate material and advise 
on accounting careers.
DESCRIPTION: Two or three CPAs man display booths at educational conferences and 
educational association meetings, answering educators’ questions and 
handing out career counseling packets.
OBSERVATIONS: This program affords more of an opportunity to reach educators on a 
personal basis than many other programs, and introduces society pro­
grams on a statewide basis.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: Missouri




OBJECTIVES: To enable the profession to recognize unusual excellence 
demonstrated by an accounting educator in the field of teaching 
and/or research.
DESCRIPTION: A committee of CPAs active in state society programs addressed 
to relations with colleges and universities selects an accounting 
educator who has made an outstanding contribution to teaching 
or research during the year to receive a faculty excellence 
award. In addition to this award, it has sometimes been ap­
propriate to present an award for long-term service, as opposed 
to current contribution, in the field of teaching; this distin­
guished professors award might be granted to recently retired or 
senior accounting educators.
OBSERVATIONS: In order for this award to be credible, it is presented only if an 
outstanding contribution has been made; therefore, it would 
not necessarily be presented annually.
PARTICIPATING





GRANTS AND GIFTS OF TEXTBOOKS OR RESEARCH SERVICES
OBSERVATIONS:
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Educators and educational institutions
OBJECTIVES: To stimulate research and faculty professional development, implement 
new courses and course content changes, and supplement college 
library accounting material.
DESCRIPTION: State societies provide salary supplements for permanent and visiting 
professors and funds for doctoral fellowships in accounting, for the 
development of faculty skills in use of the computer and other high 
technology tools, for seminars on teaching techniques, and for faculty 
travel to professional meetings. Some societies also contribute books to 
educational institutions.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: California - provides grants each year to AACSB schools in the state 
based on proposals submitted. The program has been en­
thusiastically endorsed by educators.
Florida
Ohio
Pennsylvania - the Greater Philadelphia Chapter donates money to the 
Drexel University Accounting Library in exchange for allowing 
chapter members to use its resources and computer search 
facilities. The chapter submits recommendations on purchases 






LOAN/GRANT FOR DOCTORAL CANDIDATES
OBSERVATIONS:
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: Post graduate
DIRECTED TOWARDS: PhD candidates
OBJECTIVES: To assist PhD candidates to complete their studies for a doctoral degree 
in accounting.
DESCRIPTION: Loan/grants are awarded to applicants who meet the qualifications 
established by the state societies’ foundations. The qualifications in­
clude being enrolled in a doctoral program, being in need of financial 
assistance, and intending to seek a full-time teaching position in ac­
counting. The awards represent interest-bearing loans with partial or 
full forgiveness depending upon the number of years of full-time 
teaching following conferment of the doctoral degree.
PARTICIPATING
STATE SOCIETIES: California - awards doctoral fellowships in accounting as part of its 





DIRECTED TOWARDS: Faculty and students
OBJECTIVES: To foster communication between members of the profession and 
educators.
DESCRIPTION: Students and faculty members are invited to attend regular meetings of 
the Society Chapter and its Area Discussion Groups. Usually the 
students and faculty from a particular school are invited to the same 
meeting.
OBSERVATIONS: It is an opportunity for students and faculty to observe how the profes­
sional association functions, thereby providing them with a different 







OBJECTIVES: To bring together accounting educators desiring practical experience and 
organizations willing to provide temporary accounting work.
DESCRIPTION: Each fall the state society compiles and circulates two lists: one contain­
ing the names of educators and the type of temporary employment situa­
tions they are seeking, and the other containing the names and addresses 
of organizations interested in participating in the program. The list of 
educators is mailed to all CPA firms and to society members working 
in industry and government. The list of organizations willing to provide 
work opportunities is mailed to accounting department heads throughout 
the state and to all educator members of the society. Initial contacts and 




STUDY OF CPA EXAM RESULTS
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Educational institutions
OBJECTIVES: To ascertain which schools of accounting are not adequately 
preparing students for the CPA examination.
DESCRIPTION: The society surveys various schools to point out weaknesses in 
curricula, entrance requirements, and career guidance.
OBSERVATIONS: This program was instituted to help raise passing rates on the CPA 
exam.
PARTICIPATING




DIRECTED TOWARDS: Educators, personnel directors and others interested in accounting 
education
OBJECTIVES: To improve communication about accounting education developments 
and issues.
DESCRIPTION: Accounting Education Update is an irregular newsletter that covers 
issues and developments on matters relating to accounting education.
OBSERVATIONS: Since the Division of Relations with Educators is in a position to keep 
current on education matters, a useful function can be served by pro­
viding a communication vehicle that can disseminate information 
directly to those affected.
ACCOUNTING TESTING
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: Colleges and professional firms
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students and accounting personnel in CPA firms and business 
organizations
OBJECTIVES: To improve the quality of individuals entering the accounting profes­
sion by offering instruments for the evaluation of accounting aptitude 
and achievement.
DESCRIPTION: There are two programs, one for colleges and one for accounting 
firms and business organizations:
College — initiated in 1946, this program is an established evaluation 
procedure used by many schools and colleges of business administra­
tion. The AICPA-developed and -scored tests include the orientation 
test, which measures verbal and mathematical abilities (vocabulary, 
reading comprehension, and computational problems); and two levels 
of achievement tests. The Level I measures comprehension of finan­
cial and managerial accounting concepts at the end of the first year 
of accounting study. The Level II test features problems in financial 
accounting, cost and managerial accounting, auditing, taxation and in­
formation systems, and is generally given to students nearing the end 
of an accounting program.
Professional — this program, which employs the same tests as the 
college program, is a tool for personnel evaluation and facilitates 
decisions regarding employment of new staff, and training, place­
ment, and promotion of permanent staff.
Requests for information should be addressed to the AICPA Testing 
Project Office, The Psychological Corporation, 304 East 45 Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10017.
OBSERVATIONS: College — the program has been found to be extremely useful in ad­
vising students considering accounting careers; providing students 
and teachers with progress checks early in the accounting curriculum; 
aiding seniors in finding employment by providing objective 
measurements of aptitude and proficiency to prospective employers; 
and helping colleges compare the aptitude and achievement of their 
students with students in other participating institutions.
Professional — employers in public accounting firms and in business 
organizations have found the program to provide valuable informa­
tion, especially when test results are used, as recommended, in con­
junction with other information, such as college grades, previous 
work records, and evidence regarding character, personality, in­
dustry, and dependability.
AICPA ACCOUNTING TESTING PROGRAM
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A service provided by the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants for. . .
Accounting educators, schools, 
colleges and universities that 
provide education in accounting
Accounting firms and business 
organizations
WHAT THE PROGRAM IS
The AICPA Accounting Testing Program has 
been developed by the American Institute of Certi­
fied Public Accountants to provide effective evalua­
tion instruments for accounting educators and the 
accounting profession. Employers of accounting 
personnel in public accounting firms and in business 
organizations have found that the program provides 
valuable information that, when used in conjunction 
with other relevant information, can assist materially 
in personnel decisions regarding employment of new 
staff, and training, placement, and promotion of 
permanent staff. Accounting educators and counsel­
ors have found test results valuable in advising stu­
dents considering a career in accounting, providing 
students and teachers with a progress check early in 
the accounting curriculum, and comparing the apti­
tude and achievement of their students with the 
national student norms. Colleges and universities 
have found the tests useful in evaluating the effective­
ness of their accounting faculty and programs.
The Accounting Testing Program includes an 
Aptitude Test, an Orientation Test, and two levels 
of Achievement Tests.
TEST CONTENT
The AICPA Accounting Tests are developed 
according to carefully derived content outlines that 
include the knowledges, skills, and abilities that are 
relevant to the accounting profession at the different 
levels of the tests. The content is developed by CPAs 
in academe, public practice, and industry. Once the 
content outlines are specified, test questions are then 
generated to sample all aspects of the outlines, thus 
assuring the relevance of the tests to actual knowl­
edge and practice of accounting.
ACCOUNTING ORIENTATION TEST
This 50-minute test, comprising verbal and math­
ematical skills, is a measure of learning ability as 
applied to business situations. Two forms are avail­
able. The student form is used in schools and col­
leges as an indication of scholastic aptitude oriented 
toward business situations.*  The professional form is 
used by accounting firms and business organizations 
for evaluation and placement of personnel. It is often 
used in combination with one of the Accounting 
Achievement Tests. The Orientation Test measures:
* The student form of the Orientation Test will be 
replaced in the Summer of 1983 by the Account­







Shown below are some sample questions from the 
Orientation Test. (NOTE: Sample questions are 
taken from older forms of the AICPA tests, and are 
intended only to demonstrate the format of the 
test questions.)
1. Which one of the suggested answers has 
most nearly the same meaning as the 





*4 . Hold steady
2. To purchase a home site a family borrows 
$1,800 from the bank. The note states that 
the total amount due in 2© years is $2,160. 
What annual rate of simple interest is 






This 50-minute test, which will be available in 
the summer of 1983, is essentially a measure of those 
skills and abilities considered important for the study 
of accounting, and is for use primarily to encourage 
or discourage students interested in majoring in ac­
counting. It comprises three parts -- Communication, 
Quantitative, and Problem-Solving Skills. The Apti­
tude Test measures:
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A. Addition and subtraction




B. Recognition of relevant data
C. Logic
Shown below are some sample questions from the 
Aptitude Test.
1. Which one of the suggested answers 
has most nearly the same meaning as 














3. If all metals are shiny and all shiny objects 
reflect light, what conclusion may be 
drawn?
1. All objects are shiny
*2. All metals reflect light
3. All shiny objects are metals
4. All light reflects shiny objects
-4-
2. If a2b = -2 and b_ a = ¼, then a =
ACHIEVEMENT TEST, LEVEL I
The 45-minute Level I Achievement Test is avail­
able in three forms:
Form A: Financial Accounting
Form B: Managerial Accounting
Form C: Financial and Managerial Accounting
Each form of the test is composed of 38 multiple­
choice questions. The Level I tests were developed 
primarily for evaluation of students’ accounting 
knowledge at the end of the first year of accounting 
study. They are currently used for comparison of 
students’ achievement, for counseling of students 
majoring in accounting (i.e., strengths and weaknesses 
in areas of accounting knowledge), and for guidance 
in admission to accounting programs. In addition, 
some accounting firms and business organizations use 
the tests to measure academic achievement of appli­
cants and to evaluate applicants for placement. The 
Level I Achievement Test measures:
I. Financial Accounting
A. Basic financial accounting
B. Revenue and expense recognition
C. Valuation approaches
D. Intercompany investments
E. Analysis of financial statements
F. Prices and values
II. Managerial Accounting
A. Cost terminology and concepts
B. Relevant costs









L. Standard costs and analysis of variance




Shown below are some sample questions from the 
Level I Achievement Test:
1. Which of the following accounts normally 




4. Cash surrender value of life insurance
2. Net income is affected by the accounting 
treatment of
*1. leased assets.
2. cash dividends declared.
3. premiums on common stock trans­
actions.
4. gains or losses on treasury stock trans­
actions
3. What is the payback period for an invest­
ment of $272,000 in equipment which will 
be used for 4 years and is expected to pro­
duce annual cash flow returns of $80,000?
1. . 29 years
*2. 3.40 years
3. 4.00 years
4. 22. 70 years
4. Theoretically, a variance for fixed overhead 
should be
1. charged to income each month.
2. deferred each month and charged to 
income at year end.
*3. allocated annually between cost of 
sales and inventory.
4. amortized over a reasonable period, 
not to exceed 40 years.
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ACHIEVEMENT TEST, LEVEL II
Available in either 50-minute or 2-hour versions, 
the Level II Achievement Test features multiple­
choice problems in financial accounting, cost and 
managerial topics, auditing, taxation and information 
systems. This test is used primarily for comparison 
of advanced students’ achievement and for job 
placement. Since it covers a higher level of account­
ing achievement than the Level I test, the Level II 
is used more heavily by accounting firms and busi­
nesses for evaluating applicants for placement, and 
it can also be used for identifying employee counsel­
ing needs. The Level II Achievement Test measures:
I. Financial accounting
A. Basic financial accounting
B. Revenue and expense recognition
C. Valuation approaches
D. Combined corporate entities
E. Analysis of financial statements
F. Prices and values
G. Institutional and social accounting
II. Cost and Managerial accounting
A. Cost terminology and concepts
B. Relevant costs









L. Standard costs and analysis of
variances





A. The audit function
B. Auditor’s reports




F. Audit techniques and procedures
IV. Taxation
A. Theory of taxation
B. Individual taxation
C. Business taxation
D. Internal Revenue Service
V. Information systems
A. Information processing concepts
B. Data organization concepts
C. System design
D. Automated data processing
Shown below are some sample questions from the 
Level II Achievement Test.
1. A company has depreciated its fleet of 
trucks over a five-year life with no salvage 
value. This year the company decided that 
the trucks have a three-year life and a 20% 
salvage value. The change in depreciation 





2. Production is 1,000 units in March and 800 
units in April. Total variable costs in April 
may be expected to
1. increase by 25%.
*2. decrease by 20%.
3. decrease by less than 20%.
4. remain unchanged.
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3. If an auditor concludes that internal controls 
are strong, the auditor conducts tests of
1. compliance only.
2. account balance only.
*3 . both compliance and account balances.
4. either compliance or account balances.
4. A federal income taxpayer provides 100% 
support for an 80-year-old person who has 
no income and lives in the taxpayer’s home 
for the entire taxable year. The number of 
exemptions that may be claimed for this 
person is
*1. one.
2. one, only if the person is a relative.
3. two, only if the person is a relative.
4. two, because the person is over 65.
5. Which of the following controls would be 
most appropriate for detecting an order for 
50 typewriters that was accidentally keyed 






An added feature of the 2-hour version of the 
Level II Achievement Test is that groups of selected 
questions provide an individual’s F-A-C-I-T Profile -- 
subscores in five areas of accounting. The names of 
the five accounting areas form the acronym by which 
the profile is identified: Financial accounting . . . 
Auditing . . . Cost and managerial . . . Information 
systems . . . Tax. Identification of strengths and 
weaknesses in these areas can be of value in self­
assessment, in counseling, and in determining needs 
-9-
for training and remediation. In addition, since some 
accounting positions require greater expertise in some 
areas than in others, the F-A-C-I-T analysis can be 
helpful to accounting firms and businesses in selecting 
the most suitable individual for a particular position.
TEST VALIDITY
The AICPA tests are developed in consultation 
with psychometric experts who are trained in issues 
of test validity. Studies are conducted on an ongoing 
basis to demonstrate the predictive power of the Ap­
titude, Orientation, and Level I Achievement Tests, 
and the relationship of the Level II Achievement Test 
to actual accounting practice.
SCORING AND REPORTING
Tests are scored twice, once on an Op-Scan 
reader and once on a computer. This double scoring 
provides a check against scoring error. Score reports 
to users include individual raw scores and percentiles, 
an alphabetical roster, and for groups of 15 or more, 
a rank-order roster.
Score reports are generally received by clients 
within 10 days of the time they send answer sheets 
in for scoring. For those who wish test results 
sooner, the Priority Reporting Service offers hand­
scoring and reporting by telephone on the same day 
that the answer sheets are received at the Testing 
Project Office. Priority Reporting Service is priced 
at $2.00 per score report.
Annual reports of program usage and score dis­
tributions are sent to all school users. Thus colleges 
and universities can compare their students’ results 
with the national distribution of scores.
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NORMS
Norms are available for the Aptitude, Orienta­
tion, and Achievement Tests, and are updated regular­
ly. Whenever new forms of the tests are developed, 
norms for the new tests are established as soon as pos­
sible. Norms are based on number of years of ac­
counting study or on level of accounting work. 
AICPA norms are percentile ranks: they may be in­
terpreted in terms of percentages of respondents who 
scored above and below a given score. For example, 
a score in the 62nd percentile is higher than the 
scores of 61 percent of the population.
TEST SECURITY
The AICPA tests are secure materials. Persons 
who use them are expected to make every effort to 
maintain that security by keeping them under lock 
and key when not in use, and by allowing only 
authorized and responsible persons to have access to 
them. Breaches in test security seriously compromise 
the usefulness of the tests.
CERTIFICATION AND EXAMINER'S FORM
Since the AICPA tests are secure materials, it is 
required that they be administered by either college 
or university faculty, or by professional personnel 
who have received certification as an Examiner. Cer­
tification applications are available from the AICPA 
Testing Project Office. Only organizations with a 
certified Examiner may purchase tests. Examiners 
and faculty members are provided with a Manual of 
Instructions for the administration of tests ordered.
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FEES
Test fees are based on the number of answer 
sheets ordered. The tests themselves are never sold 
outright, but rather are loaned. If the booklets be­
come worn or defaced, they may be returned for 
replacement without charge. The Aptitude, Orienta­
tion, and Achievement Tests are priced differently, 
according to the length of the test. Sliding scale dis­
counts are offered according to numbers ordered at 
a single time, as well as numbers returned for scoring 
at a single time. For actual prices of the tests, refer 
to the enclosed order blank.
Additional order forms, certified examiner forms 
(for accounting firms and business organizations 
only) and other information about the Accounting 
Testing Program may be obtained from:
AICPA TESTING PROJECT OFFICE 
The Psychological Corporation
304 East 45th Street 




GRANTS-IN-AID FOR DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN ACCOUNTING
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: Graduate school (must be accredited member of the American 
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business)
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Doctoral candidates
OBJECTIVES: To promote accounting research, reduce the time required to com­
plete accounting doctoral programs, and encourage outstanding can­
didates to consider teaching careers.
DESCRIPTION: Grants to facilitate dissertation work are awarded to doctoral can­
didates who have completed their course work and have expressed 
their intent to teach. Dissertation grants provide approximately $600 
per month to persons with no dependent children and $700 per month 
to those with dependent children; grants are awarded for a maximum 
of twelve months. The selection committee is chaired by the chairperson 
of the AICPA Relations With Educators and Students Subcommittee and 
composed of the chairpersons of the AICPA Accounting Standards Executive 
Committee, Auditing Standards Board, Management Advisory Services Ex­
ecutive Committee, and Federal Taxation Executive Committee. Recipients 
are selected on the basis of (1) relevance of topic to the principal concerns 
of professional accountants in public accounting (including accounting, 
auditing, management advisory services, and taxation); in government; in 
industry, and in public sector accounting, (2) adequacy and thorough­
ness of methodology, (3) realistic delineation of scope, and (4) academic 
achievement of the applicant. Additional information about the program 
may be obtained from the Relations With Educators and Students Subcom­
mittee Chairperson, AICPA, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, 
N.Y. 10036.
OBSERVATIONS: A recent analysis has shown that over 71% of the grant recipients 
complete their dissertations and enter the teaching profession.
MINORITY RECRUITMENT AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: College and graduate school
DIRECTED TOWARDS: Students and educators
OBJECTIVES: To assist students from minority groups to prepare themselves 
for accounting careers and to encourage public accounting firms 
and other organizations to take affirmative action in recruiting 
and promoting members of minority groups.
DESCRIPTION: There are three divisions:
Scholarships — maximum awards of $ 1,000 are provided to 
minority individuals who are (1) pursuing undergraduate or 
graduate degrees in accounting or (2) in five-year accounting 
programs or (3) pursuing graduate degrees in business adminis­
tration, finance or taxation after being awarded an undergrad­
uate degree in accounting. Recipients must be U.S. citizens or 
have permanent resident visa status.
Doctoral fellowships — are awarded to enable minority faculty 
members in developing institutions to pursue doctoral studies.
Faculty summer seminar — accounting, auditing, taxation, 
teaching methods, and minority education are discussed at this 
one-week-program for accounting faculty representatives of 
approximately seventy traditionally minority colleges and uni­
versities. A comprehensive participants’ manual is provided. 
For information on these programs, contact Sharon L. Donahue, 
Manager, Minority Recruitment, AICPA, 1211 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036.
OBSERVATIONS: Scholarships — this program has achieved national recognition, 
as evidenced by the increasing requests for applications from 
schools, organizations, and individuals, as well as the geograph­
ical distribution of applicants.
Doctoral fellowships and visiting scholars — this program is 
expected to do much to increase the number of minority PhDs 
in accounting and to improve the research and teaching compe­
tence of faculty members in traditionally minority schools. 




This guide has been prepared by the AICPA to provide source data for CPAs who have been 
requested to deliver a presentation covering the profession of Certified Public Accountancy.
The presentation Guide will be updated periodically, and the speaker can be assured that the 
information included herein is accurate and pertinent. The Guide consists of the following:
PART I — Guidance for an Effective Presentation
PART II — The CPA Profession - Fact Summary
PART III — The Role of the Accountant in Society
PART IV — Resource Material Listing
Audience
The primary audience is first and second year college students. However, with selective use 
of the information included in the Guide, the data can also be utilized for presentations to high 
school students, educators, counsellors, service organizations and parents. Audience sophistication 
should be considered, particularly as it relates to the degree of coverage of technical information 
provided in the later sections of the Guide.
PART I
GUIDANCE FOR AN EFFECTIVE PRESENTATION
For a presentation to be effective and successful, a speaker must know his or her 
audience, be at ease with the material, and personalize the speech to fit the occasion. 
Knowledge of an audience cannot be overemphasized. Many well-prepared presentations 
have failed because they were designed for a specific audience profile, but delivered to an 
entirely different group. In delivering presentations on Interest in Accounting Careers, the 
audiences more than likely will consist of high school students, college students, counsellors, 
parents, minority groups or a combination of the foregoing. The speech should be tailored 
to the audience and its level of sophistication.
To be at ease with the material, the speaker must invest the time necessary to study the 
presentation thoroughly. A relaxed, confident delivery can only result if the speaker is 
completely familiar with the material. Whether employing notes or a written speech, the 
presentation should appear to the audience to be extemporaneous. This can only be accom­
plished through thorough preparation.
The success of a presentation is highly enhanced if the speech is personalized to the 
occasion. This is accomplished by adding to the prepared material comments that are 
tailored to the sponsoring organization or audience. For example, if an accounting society 
has sponsored the presentation, references should be made regarding the activities of the 
organization or of its better-known members. If it is a Career Day presentation, comments 
referring to the success of the Career Day program would be appropriate. If the audience 
consists of honor students, comments acknowledging their achievements would be effective. 
Whatever the case, personalizing the presentation will help ensure its success.
Finally, it is to be emphasized that this is a presentation guide and not a finished 
speech. The information contained herein is designed to assist the speaker in identifying 
several key elements that might be covered in a presentation. The speaker will find it
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necessary to structure the elements for any individual presentation and develop these elements to 
the detail desired. The resource material listing contained in Part IV of the Guide is a valuable 
reference to additional materials useful in completing a presentation.




THE CPA PROFESSION - FACT SUMMARY
I. Historical Background
A. The development of accounting was stimulated most by the growth of trade in 
the medieval Italian cities. Trade between these Italian cities and the East grew 
substantially from the close of the 11th century to the latter part of the 13th 
century. This commerce centered on the voyages of the Crusades that utilized 
ships to transport supplies to the East that were traded for products from the 
East. The increasing trade resulted in an accumulation of wealth in the Italian 
cities, and agencies and partnerships replaced individual trading. These partner­
ships resulted in the sharing of risks between the financiers and the Crusaders and 
gave rise to the need for accountability and, therefore, accounting information.
B. Early in the 19th century, English and Dutch trading companies began operating 
in large part through joint-ventures. In addition, the Industrial Revolution, which 
represented a transition from domestic to factory production, generated a need 
for larger firms and larger capital requirements. This led to the concept of the 
corporation which provided the advantage of specialization of functions of the 
owner, creditor and manager. Such specialization resulted in a greater need for 
information concerning the financial activities and status of the business. The 
growth in firm size and separation of ownership from management caused stock­
holders to require more accurate and complete accounting reports. These events 
parented the growth of accountancy as a profession.
C. The United States Congress passed the first Internal Revenue Act in 1913. The 
law contained a phrase that in effect said, “Income subject to tax would be that 
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income resulting from the application of good accounting practices.” This 
marked the entrance of the professional accountant into the field of income tax 
planning and return preparation.
D. The Securities Acts of 1933 and 1934 charged the profession with the responsi­
bility of auditing the financial statements of publicly held companies.
1. The process of developing generally accepted accounting principles and 
auditing standards was accelerated.
2. The Securities Acts marked the beginning of government influence over the 
profession’s canon of ethics and professional practice.
E. From the 1930s through the present, the profession has continued the process 
of developing a body of generally accepted accounting principles, refined the 
educational process and expanded its boundaries to include, among others, 
various disciplines of what we now call management advisory services.
IL Current Developments
A. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
1. In 1973, the AICPA’s Accounting Principles Board with its membership 
from within the profession was replaced by the Financial Accounting Stand­
ards Board having independent members.
2. The AICPA in 1976 developed a voluntary peer review program with 
emphasis on quality control.
3. The AICPA in 1977 created its firm division with two sections, one for firms 
representing public companies and the other for firms representing private 
companies. As a result, accounting firms as well as individual CPAs can be 
members of the AICPA. The membership in these sections is voluntary 
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and the emphasis is on quality control with the membership being subject to peer 
review and disciplinary action.
4. The AICPA’s Commission on Auditor’s Responsibility was established in 1974 and 
issued its final report in 1978. The report includes some forty far-reaching recom­
mendations on the following aspects of the profession:
a. The independent auditor’s role in society
b. Forming an opinion on financial statements
c. Reporting on significant uncertainties
d. Clarifying responsibilities for the detection of fraud
e. Corporate accountability and the law
f. The boundaries of the auditor’s role and its extension
g. The auditor’s communication with users
h. The education, training and development of auditors
i. Maintaining the independence of auditors
j. The process of establishing auditing standards
k. Regulating the profession to maintain the quality of audit practice
5. Several years ago the AICPA formed a committee to study the future prospects for 
small and medium sized accounting firms to assure the continuing diversity of the 
profession and that all of its segments remain united in working toward common 
goals. The special committee concluded that firms of all sizes were thriving, and 
its final report included several recommendations for improving the AICPA’s ser­
vices to members. Among the recommendations that have been implemented was 
the recent appointment of a new staff vice president to better coordinate the many 
activities in the AICPA that affect the smaller firms.
6. The AICPA, together with other accounting organizations, is supporting the 
establishment of an independent body to set accounting and reporting requirements 
for state and local governments.
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7. The AICPA and other accounting organizations cooperated with the American 
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business to develop accreditation standards for 
accounting programs. In 1982, the first group of college accounting programs was 
accredited.
8. In 1982, the AICPA impaneled a Future Issues Committee to study what the public 
expects from CPAs and how the CPA’s professional responsibilities may be 
changing.
III. Litigation
(Information provided under this heading is intended primarily as speaker background 
material to make the speaker aware of some significant court cases involving account­
ants. The cases described are not all-inclusive or necessarily landmark in nature. They 
are presented to enable the speaker to be responsive to questions concerning the 
accountant’s legal liability in general.)
A. In recent years, litigation involving accounting firms has had a significant effect 
on the development of generally accepted accounting principles, auditing stand­
ards and rules of conduct. A sampling of cases that illustrate this effect follows: 
1. Continental Vending — Dealt with questions regarding the adequacy of dis­
closure of related party activities and ultimately resulted in the issuance of 
Statement on Auditing Standards No. 6, “Related Party Transactions.”
2. Yale Express — Had as a central issue the discovery of information by the 
accounting firm after the financial report was issued that indicated the 
report was in error, and the report was not subsequently corrected. As a 
result, Statement on Auditing Procedures No. 41, now part of Statement on 
Auditing Standards No. 1, was released dealing with subsequent discovery of 
facts existing at the date of the auditor’s report.
3. National Student Marketing — Revolved around questionable documentation 
and auditing procedures covering accrual of revenue.
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4. Equity Funding — Emphasized deficiencies in adhering to generally accepted 
auditing standards in a company whose accounting information relied 
heavily on electronic data processing.
5. Hochfelder — Concerned the sufficiency of auditing procedures performed by 
the auditor in light of deficiencies in the client company’s internal controls.
6. Geotec — Dealt with the SEC’s unsuccessful attempt to obtain an injunction 
against an accounting firm regarding the reasonable likelihood of future 
violations of securities laws.
IV. Rule-Making Bodies 
(The following information represents a summary description of the major rule-making 
bodies that affect the accounting profession. The descriptions provided are not in­
tended to be comprehensive discussions of the structure, significance or influence of 
the individual bodies.)
A. Financial Accounting Standards Board - Responsible for the development of 
generally accepted accounting principles. Membership drawn from the profession, 
education and the general public.
B. Auditing Standards Board — Responsible for the promulgation of generally 
accepted auditing standards. Membership drawn from CPAs in practice, govern­
ment, and academia. This is a senior board of the AICPA.
C. Accounting and Review Services Committee — Responsible for promulgation of 
procedures and standards of reporting with respect to accounting services for non­
public clients. Membership drawn from within the profession. This is a senior 
committee of the AICPA.
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D. Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) — Responsible for issuing 
statements of position on various accounting questions, but not a rule-making 
body per se. Membership is drawn from within the profession. This is a senior 
committee of the AICPA.
E. Securities and Exchange Commission — A government agency which exerts signifi­
cant influence over the profession’s rule-making process.
V. Career Paths
During a career, a CPA may encounter several varied experiences that lead to career 
opportunities. The various roles that a CPA may fill in an accounting career are briefly 
described in this section. It is to be emphasized that these roles may transfer into any 
of a number of career opportunities that may or may not have accounting as the key 
element.
A. The CPA as a Public Accountant — The independent certified public accountant 
examines the adequacy of a company’s information system as a basis for ex­
pressing a professional opinion about the fairness of its financial statement presen­
tations. He also assists his clients in such areas as financial planning, financial 
statement preparation, development of accounting information systems, securing 
of financing, and business counseling.
B. The CPA as a Tax Advisor — Certified Public Accountants provide tax planning 
and advice, prepare tax returns, represent clients before governmental agencies, 
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and provide a variety of other necessary services in assisting firms and individuals 
to comply with a multitude of tax-related requirements.
C. The CPA and Management Advisory Services — CPAs are frequently engaged to provide 
objective advice on a variety of problems in private firms and government. These prob­
lems involve, among others, developing and implementing manual and computerized in­
formation and control systems, production, feasibility studies and impact reports.
D. The CPA as a Management Accountant — Professional accountants have respon­
sible positions in private industry. As chief financial officers, controllers, chief 
accountants or internal auditors, these accountants have major responsibilities 
for developing, producing and analyzing data useful for business decisions and 
reporting to interested parties within and outside the business entity.
E. The CPA and Government and Institution Accounting — All levels of government, 
federal, state, and local, employ professional accountants in great numbers and 
for many different types of services. In addition, there exist many not-for-profit 
organizations that require accountants to provide specialized financial data for 
various purposes.
F. The CPA as an Accounting Educator — Highly skilled men and women are con­
tinually needed to staff the accounting faculties of the nation’s business schools 
and the emerging programs and schools of professional accounting. Graduate 




(Since the certification requirements are not uniform throughout all jurisdictions, this 
portion of the speech should be tailored to requirements of your particular state.)
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PART III
THE ROLE OF THE ACCOUNTANT IN SOCIETY
(The following material is offered as guidance to the speaker in illustrating some ways in 
which the work of the accountant impacts on society as a whole. It is not intended that the 
text be used verbatim. Citing some specific examples, preferably taken from personal ex­
periences, could be very effective.)
The test of any profession is its usefulness to society. Accountants make significant 
contributions to all kinds of organizations in society — business and not-for-profit organiza­
tions such as federal, state and local governments, churches, universities and hospitals — by 
helping these organizations make the most efficient use of their resources. It is through 
their expertise in identifying, analyzing and interpreting financial and other information 
that accountants can assist these organizations in determining how best to use their money, 
manpower and other resources to provide the goods and services needed by the people.
Social Role in Business
Accountants have a knowledge of business practices and systems which enables them 
to identify the kinds of information needed by management to make decisions — such as, 
whether to rent or buy equipment, to discontinue products or develop new ones — that are 
vital to the sound operation of a business enterprise. When a business enterprise functions 
efficiently, it can better meet its objectives and the consumers of its products will benefit. 
In addition to its use of accounting information for internal decision-making, management 
needs this information for reporting its financial results to outside investors and creditors. 
Through the audit function, whereby the reliability of financial data is determined, account­
ants lend credibility to the information that is relied upon by investors and creditors in 
making decisions about whether and where to invest and to lend money. Thus, accounting 
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information is essential to the transferring of funds within the economy. And the economic 
health of a society determines the standard of living of the people in that society.
Apart from providing financial information necessary for decision-making about 
typical business activities, accountants have been called upon to supply information re­
garding the social performance of business enterprises. Corporations are being urged to 
participate in efforts to improve the quality of life in general. Such participation may take 
the form of direct financial support or the contribution of managerial and technical know­
how to public problem-solving: for example, prevention of urban deterioration; training 
and placement of hardcore unemployed; recycling of waste materials, and preservation of 
natural resources. In order to effectively communicate corporate involvement in these 
areas, accountants are required to develop standards for measuring and reporting on the 
costs and benefits derived from the funds allocated for these efforts.
Social Role in Government and Other Not-for-Profit Organizations
Governments at various levels finance programs in areas such as health, education, 
welfare and defense. These programs collectively cost many billions of dollars and it is of 
vital importance to all citizens to know whether the benefits are really worth the sacrifices 
required of the taxpayers, who are the principal source of governmental funds. Account­
ants play a major role in evaluating numerous government programs by providing the 
accounting information needed to analyze their effectiveness. For example, accountants 
have assisted in evaluating programs designed to accomplish such societal goals as increases 
in life expectancies, increases in recreational facilities, and reduction in the number of 
violent crimes. One accounting firm helped measure traffic patterns in an area of a com­
munity as part of a study to determine where and how federal transportation funds could 
be spent most effectively, not only in terms of speeding up transportation but also of im­
proving the environment for residents of that area.
By providing information that can be used to determine the effectiveness of expendi­
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tures and thereby facilitate the determination of where the most money would do the most 
good, accountants can also assist educational institutions in offering the public quality 
education and hospitals in improving the quality of health care.
Social Role in Accounting for the Public Good
Accountants have also formed public interest groups to provide independent, non- 
advocative accounting counsel to not-for-profit organizations that cannot afford to pay for 
such service. These public interest groups provide services which involve broad public issues 
such as environmental impact studies, rate determinations of regulated companies, fiscal 
impact of proposed legislation, and uses of public funds.
Accountants in these public interest groups work voluntarily and are independent of 
the factions and issues. Their goal is to provide objective and fair interpretations of the 
financial implications of issues common to most urban areas so citizens can make informed 
decisions.
Social Role as Individual Citizens
In addition to paid and voluntary public interest services, individual accountants all 
across the country are engaged in community and civic projects, serving on town councils, 
church finance committees or school boards, helping in charity fund-raising, using their 
expertise in numerous ways to contribute to their communities. In undertaking such pro­
jects, they have committed their time, effort, skills and leadership qualities to the task of 
identifying important community needs and finding ways to meet those needs.
Summary
Every significant event in society requires assessment in terms of manpower, materials 
and money. This is the accountant’s specialty. The public needs to make informed deci­
sions about the allocation of resources in business, government and private not-for-profit 
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organizations at all levels. Such decisions are facilitated by the availability of quality 
accounting information. And in the formal role of lending credibility to financial state­
ments for the benefit of third party users, accountants serve an important consumer pro­
tection function. Not only do investors and creditors benefit from this protection, but also 





I. Reference Materials for Information about the Accounting Profession
A. “The Ascending Profession of Accounting,” The CPA Journal, February, 1977 
(Part I) and March, 1977 (Part II) New York State Society of CPAs. This article 
gives an in-depth view of the accounting profession. Reprints of the article are 
available from the AICPA, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New 
York 10036.
B. The Supply of Accounting Graduates and the Demand for Public Accounting 
Recruits. A report on the results of a survey conducted annually by the AICPA.
C. Information for CPA Candidates, AICPA, March 1979. Designed to help candidates 
prepare for the CPA examination, this booklet also provides information about the struc­
ture of the accounting profession.
D. What Does A CPA Do?, AICPA, 1975. This booklet explores the various roles 
of the CPA - as an auditor, tax adviser, accountant and management advisor.
E. Education Requirements for Entry Into the Accounting Profession, AICPA, May, 1978. 
A statement of AICPA education policies.
F. Opportunities in Accounting, by Martin H. Rosenberg. VGM Career Horizons, National Text­
book Co., Skokie, Ill., 1983. A comprehensive book about the accounting profession and the 
career opportunities it offers.
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II. Handout Materials for Students and Educators
A. “ACCOUNTING: IT FIGURES IN YOUR FUTURE,” AICPA, 1981. This one-page 
leaflet explains briefly the reasons for becoming a CPA, the qualities that are needed, 
and the educational paths that can be followed in preparing for accounting careers. The 
coupon on the last panel can be returned to the AICPA for the more informative 
“CAREERS IN ACCOUNTING.” (Used primarily as a handout flier at career day 
fairs.)
B. “CAREERS IN ACCOUNTING,” AICPA, 1981. This twelve-page booklet provides in­
formation about the educational preparation and professional certification of CPAs, and 
discusses the various career paths open to CPAs.
C. “ACCOUNTING: A CAREER FOR WOMEN,” American Woman’s Society of CPAs, 
500 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 1400, Chicago, Illinois 60611. This pamphlet empha­
sizes the bright outlook for women in the accounting profession.
D. “CHOOSING THE CPA FIRM THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU,” AICPA, 1980. This booklet 
discusses what an accounting graduate should consider before joining a CPA firm. It also in­
cludes statements from practitioners explaining what they are looking for in a recruit.
E. “THE AICPA ACCOUNTING TESTING PROGRAM.” A pamphlet describing the 
AICPA’s Accounting Testing Program which provides educators and counselors with an 
aptitude test and two levels of achievement tests. Copies of the pamphlet are available 
from the AICPA or The Psychological Corporation, 304 East 45th Street, New York, 
New York 10017. [For educators and counselors only]
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III. Audio-Visual Materials for Student Groups
A. “THE PROFESSION OF ACCOUNTING IS....” This 25-minute audio-visual, 
available in 16mm film or video cassette, is fast moving, factual, and interesting. The 
majority of the film action involves a realistic look into the day-by-day operations of 
CPAs in a variety of “slice-of-life” situations that illustrate the diversity of career paths 
available in the profession. Copies of the film can be purchased for $200 per print and/or 
$50 per video cassette, or borrowed from the AICPA at no cost for a two-week period.
Accompanying the film are a Presenter’s Guide and a hand-out brochure for 
students that expands upon key points covered in the film. When borrowing the film, 
please specify the date of the presentation and the quantity of brochures needed.
B. “THE CPA: FOCUS ON OPPORTUNITY.” This 14-minute slide-cassette presentation 
developed by the Wisconsin Institute of CPAs presents an overview of the career oppor­
tunities in the accounting profession. To obtain a copy of this color presentation, which 
is also available with a written script, contact your local state society or the Wisconsin 
Institute of CPAs, 600 East Mason Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202.
C. “ACCOUNTING: A PROFESSIONAL CAREER.” This 13-minute color presentation 
— available in 16mm film or video cassette — depicts 7 accountants discussing the 
rewards and personal satisfactions of a career in accounting. Rental fee for the presenta­
tion is $25. Requests should be forwarded thirty days in advance with payment and ship­
ping instructions to the Educational Foundation of the AWSCPA/ASWA, Box 389, 
Marysville, Ohio 43040.
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D. “THE CPA: THE PROFESSION FOR YOU.’’ (Designed for use in Missouri). A 
13-minute slide-cassette presentation developed by the Missouri Society of CPAs to ac­
quaint high school and college students with the accounting profession. To obtain a copy 
of this color presentation, which is also available with a written script, contact the Infor­
mation Director, Missouri Society of CPAs, 314 North Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 
63102.
IV. Other Sources of Information
A. For information about Management Accounting:
National Association of Accountants 
919 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
B. For information about Government Accounting:
Association of Government Accountants 
727 South 23rd Street
Arlington, Virginia 22202
C. For information about Accounting Education:
American Accounting Association 
5717 Bessie Drive
Sarasota, Florida 33583
D. For information about the state’s certification requirements, contact the state society of




YES NO N/A 
Presentation Defined
1. Do I remember that a presentation is an exercise in persuasion — □ □ □
an attempt to have my audience revise an attitude, accept an 
opinion, take or refrain from an action?
2. Am I aware that, unlike a teacher or lecturer, I cannot demand □ □ □
audience attention - only deserve it?
Audiences
1. Am I aware that audience size affects presentation; that the □ □ □
larger the audience, the more it reacts to WHO is presenting, 
rather than what is being presented?
2. Have I considered the intellectual diversity of a large audience; □ □ □
that I cannot appeal to diverse minds, only to common 
emotions?
3. Have I demonstrated ideas that the group as a whole can □ □ □
accept?
4. Will I gain early audience acceptance with an expression of □ □ □
genuine personal feeling or an honest self-revelation, as opposed
to a joke which I might not carry off?
5. Do I begin with their experiences and problems, rather than □ □ □
imposing my knowledge and ideas — making them want to 
know?
6. Do I use narrative to tie loose facts into an interesting thought? □ □ □
7. Do I avoid being too comprehensive, so I can be interesting to □ □ □
the entire audience — supplying the details in supporting 
handouts?
Techniques
1. Have I reduced my text to notes for a more relaxed presen­
tation?
2. Will I avoid running overtime or missing key points by using 
some sort of script?
3. Do I keep in mind that when speaking I can be more informal 
than when writing?
4. Do I summarize or use other signposts to substitute for the 
absence of written paragraphs and chapters?
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5. Do I use analogies which parallel audience experiences to com­
municate more effectively?
6. Am I aware that problems early in my presentation are very 
difficult to overcome?
7. Do I know the special rules for multiple presenters sharing a 
presentation?
8. Have I considered using methods to overcome the variance in 
speed of comprehension among audience members?
9. Have I used broad language which avoids tedious exceptions 
and qualifications?
10. Have I overestimated my audience’s knowledge or underesti­
mated their intelligence?
Questions and Answers
1. Do I realize that a question period is more likely to hurt my □ □ □
presentation, than to help it?
2. Do I realize that members of a large audience are reluctant to □ □ □
ask questions?
3. Should I hold questions for an informal session after the presen- □ □ □
tation if I suspect they may be damaging?
4. Could I keep the audience from feeling steamrolled by giving □ □ □
them a chance to ask questions?
5. Should I consider breaking for questions after each section of a □ □ □
long presentation, especially if the material is “heavy?”
Visual Aids
1. Do I know that visuals save time, create interest, add variety 
and impact, and build retention?
2. Do I weigh visual advantages against preparation time, possi­
bility of distraction from my remarks, diminished flexibility, 
cost and possible embarrassment if not used properly?
3. Do I realize that longer presentations require visuals for clarifi­
cation and to maintain interest?
4. Do I use blackboards and flipcharts for small audiences, re­





5. Are my slides truly visuals and not just visible verbals? □ □ □
6. Do I consider the audience attention curve, which dictates □ □ □
placement of important points at beginning and end?
Delivery
1. Do I use the same movements, range of vocal pitch and volume, □ □ □
gestures, pace and pauses as I would if talking to friends over 
a drink?
2. Do I avoid physical mannerisms, like scratching, that detract □ □ □
from my presentation?
3. Do I avoid verbal mannerisms, such as “ah” and “uh,” which □ □ □
are equally distracting?
4. Do I remember that looking away or down is negative, while □ □ □
eye contact is positive?
5. Do I guard against dropping my voice at the end of a sentence? □ □ □
6. Am I aware that it may be arrogant to make any assertions □ □ □
(however correct) in an area outside of my established 
authority?
Do's and Don'ts
1. Do I arrange to arrive well prepared, rested and relaxed? □ □ □
2. Do I allow time before the presentation to check that all the □ □ □
amenities are present and operative?
3. Am I more alert when I decline cocktails and eat sparingly? □ □ □
4. Do I leave the colorful clothes at home and wear a dark suit □ □ □
with white blouse or shirt, known for their respect-gaining 
qualities?
5. Do I remain at the podium, briefly, after I conclude, looking □ □ □
at the audience and acknowledging applause?





"THE PROFESSION OF ACCOUNTING IS..."
"The Profession of Accounting is..." a unique 
approach in the art of recruitment. Its target: 
bright, talented high school and college students 
on the threshold of selecting a career. Its 
goat: attracting them into the profession of 
accounting as certified public accountants.
The film, approximately 25 minutes in length, is 
fast moving, factual., believable, and interesting. 
Initially, through tight dialogue, the role of 
accountants in the conduct of business is 
reviewed by two AICPA spokespersons. Essential 
skills and abilities are discussed, as well as 
the education and certification credentials 
necessary to attain CPA status.
The majority of the film action involves a 
realistic look into the day-by-day operations of 
CPAs in a variety of "slice-of-life" situations 
that illustrate the diversity of career paths 
available in the profession. Public accounting 
as an individual or with an accounting firm, 
government accounting, and management accounting 
are represented. Using examples such as 
customer defaults and obsolete inventory, the 
film demonstrates that auditing requires going 
beyond the accounting records. And the fact that 
CPAs need to make decisions on less than perfect 
information is both Stated and illustrated. 
The result: a true-to-life storyline that 
reveals accounting as totally removed from 
the green eyeshade era by showing that today's 
CPAs are involved in many aspects of their 
clients' operations.
The importance of communication skills and 
the ability to deal with people are paramount 
thrusts of the film, and are exemplified by 
the variety of situations tn which CPAs are 
working with people at all levels of 
management.
The film, produced by Marketing Concepts, 
Inc., a Madison Square Garden Corporation, 
Gulf & Western Industries, Inc. Company, 
utilizes multiple visual techniques including 
live action, dialogue, interesting and 
visually exciting graphics, and explanatory 
voice-over narration by Ed Herlihy, recently 
elected to the National Broadcasters Hall of 
Fame. It is fast paced and totally professional 
—geared to today's sophisticated viewing 
audience.
Copies of the film are available from the 
Relations with Educators Division, American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New 
York 10036, for $200 per 16mm print and/or 
$50 per 3/4” video cassette. Prints or 
cassettes may also be borrowed from the 
AICPA for a two-week period or may be 





EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION FOR 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
The best program for you to follow at the high school level is a 
standard college preparatory program. This program should include 
courses in English, mathematics, history, and science. Other high schoo 
programs are acceptable; however, it is preferable to develop your math 
and English skills.
At the college level, you may follow one of several avenues in 
preparing for your accounting career.
■ Enroll in a four-year college program and major in accounting.
■ Earn a Master’s degree in accounting after obtaining your under­
graduate degree in accounting.
■ Study in a five-year professional accounting school or program in a 
major university.
WHICHEVER COURSE YOU FOLLOW, 
YOU ARE PREPARING FOR 
A BRIGHT FUTURE
As a CPA, you can begin your career in many areas: 
■ On the staff of a CPA firm.
■ In management accounting of a business enterprise.
■ With a government or institutional unit.
For more information, complete and mail the coupon.
Copyright © 1981 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Inc.
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036.
34567890 RE 898765432 870091
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Careers in Professional Accounting
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036
Please send me more information concerning careers as a CPA.
Name (Please print)
Street
City, state and zip code
Just as a prism separates a beam of light into its color components, accounting separates business and 
financial data into components that are more readily subject to analysis and understanding. Accounting 
enables management and other interested parties to focus on relevant and significant information when 
making decisions pertaining to the allocation of financial and other resources.
 WHY SHOULD I BECOME A 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT?
A career in professional accounting provides a challenging and 
interesting opportunity to be of service to individuals, business and 
governmental units, and the community. Employment as a CPA enables a 
person to grow professionally, advance to responsible positions, and enjoy 
considerable independence of thought and judgment.
Accounting is the fastest growing profession in the United States. In 
response to the increasing demand for CPAs, the number of professionals 
in the field has tripled in the last twenty-five years.
The potential earnings are excellent. Starting salaries for CPAs are 
among the highest of all university graduates. Successful accountants in 
the United States rank with other professional people attaining the highest 
of earnings.
WHAT WOULD I DO AS A CPA?
Accounting is the language of business. Information about business 
transactions is expressed in accounting terms, is gathered, and is finally 
reported in financial statements. As key members of the management 
team, accountants help to determine the course of operations by interpret­
ing and analyzing the information on the financial statements to aid in 
decision-making that will have immediate or long-term consequences.
CPAs also serve the interests of investors, consumers, creditors, and 
others by acting as independent auditors who express their professional 
opinions on whether their clients’ financial statements conform with 
generally accepted accounting principles.
WHAT QUALITIES DO I NEED 
TO BECOME A CPA?
Success in professional accounting is based on high aptitudes and 
achievement. Good skills in both mathematics and communications are 
needed. You must be self-disciplined and motivated.
You will be working with people and with numbers almost equally; 
thus, you must be comfortable with both, since skill in one area alone is not 
enough. Put the two together, add an inquisitive mind, and you are at the 
starting point for a career as a CPA.
You must not only have the ability to solve problems, but must be able 
to identify problems. The doors to professional accounting are open to 
anyone who has the necessary aptitudes and abilities.
CAREERS IN ACCOUNTING 
THE WORLD OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS IS THE 
PROVINCE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS. IT IS THEIR ROLE TO 
APPREHEND IT, ANALYZE IT, SYSTEMATIZE 
IT, AND PORTRAY IT THE MORE COMPLEX 
THIS WORLD IS, THE MORE DEMANDING 
IS THE ROLE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
CPAS WORK WITH PEOPLE, NOT MACHINES. 
CPAS ARE ANALYSTS, PLANNERS, AND 
PROBLEM SOLVERS. CONTINUED BUSINESS 
EXPANSION INCREASES THE DEMAND FOR 
CPA SERVICES. THUS, ACCOUNTING IS A 




Accounting professionals are people who are 
competent to serve society in more than an ordi­
nary way. They have a responsibility to those they 
serve, their colleagues, and the public — investors, 
consumers, and creditors. They are willing to par­
ticipate in public affairs, especially where their 
expertise may be most valuable. They maintain an 
intellectual independence and are aware of their 
responsibility to the public in performing their en­
gagements or services.
CPAs’ responsibilities to their profession in­
volve support of programs for improving the 
theory and application of accounting. CPAs must 
act with integrity and in accord with the profes­
sion’s code of ethics.
The services of professional accountants de­
rive not only from knowledge and experience, but 
also from personal qualities of perception, imagi­
nation, judgment, and integrity.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Accounting provides the information neces­
sary to determine and evaluate the present and 
projected economic activities of organizations. It 
includes financial services to individuals, business 
entities, not-for-profit organizations, and govern­
ment at all levels. Professional accountants de­
velop and apply their skills in auditing, taxation, 
management policy, information systems, com­
puter operations, and many other areas.
Accounting is a leading growth profession 
throughout the world. Instant communication 
facilities, rapid international travel, and expanding 
world trade have enlarged the scope and impor­
tance of accounting services. Many CPA firms and 
their client companies have extensive international 
operations.
Professional accounting careers are open to 
men and women of all ethnic and social back­
grounds. Success requires motivation, a commit­
ment to service, and skill in communication and 
analysis. Also important are abilities to work well 
with others, to think abstractly, and to solve prob­
lems logically.
If you are interested in a challenging and 
financially rewarding professional career, read on.
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION
For the protection of the public, CPAs are expected to possess certain professional qualifications that support 
reliance on their competence to supply data for economic decision-making.
The CPA certificate is evidence of entry-level 
competence in accounting. Each state or jurisdic­
tion, through its board of accountancy, establishes 
the education, experience, and character require­
ments for entry into, and practice of, public 
accounting.
The Uniform CPA Examination, which has 
been adopted in all states, is administered to candi­
dates who meet state board requirements. The 
examination is designed to measure technical 
competence, which includes not only technical 
knowledge and its application but also the exercise 
of good judgment, and understanding of pro­
fessional responsibility. The examination tests 
theoretical and practical applications in financial 
and management accounting, auditing, federal in­
come taxation, and business law. It should be taken 
as soon as the requirements for candidacy are met.
EDUCATION
CPAs require the broadest kind of education to examine and report upon management activities. They should be 
equipped to recognize problems and develop solutions to those problems.
PRE-COLLEGE
A college preparatory program should begin 
your training. Concentrate on building strengths 
in oral and written communications and in mathe­
matics. If you take introductory accounting, you 
should understand that initially you will concen­
trate on fundamentals, not broad concepts. Profes­
sional accounting is concerned with (1) designing 
systems to gather necessary financial and related 
information, (2) accumulating and summarizing 
information, and (3) analyzing and interpreting the 
system’s output.
graduate accounting program with postgraduate 
study in accounting. The AICPA believes the pref­
erable educational track is through a professional 
accounting school or through a program that leads 
to a graduate degree in accounting.
COLLEGE
Preprofessional university-level study should 
be aimed at a broad general education in the 
humanities and sciences, including a knowledge 
and understanding of topics relevant to accounting 
such as communications, behavioral sciences, 
quantitative methods, economics, and an introduc­
tion to computer science. Professional courses in 
your program should cover such areas as the or­
ganization of the profession; ethics and profes­
sional responsibilities; financial, managerial, and 
governmental accounting; auditing; and taxation.
Many colleges and universities offer 
baccalaureate and masters degree programs 
in accounting. Some universities have a 
professional school or program of account­
ing that sets forth at least two years of 
preprofessional preparation and three years 
of progressively more advanced 
professional-level studies. While most 
states permit candidates to sit for the CPA 
examination upon earning a baccalaureate 
degree, several require college work be­
yond the baccalaureate degree.
The AICPA has recommended that at 
least 150 semester hours of college study 
are needed to obtain the common body of 
knowledge for CPAs. Such an education 
can be obtained in a variety of institutional 
settings, such as combining an under-
EDUCATIONAL COUNSELING
Information and guidance about colleges and 
universities that offer professional accounting 
study may be obtained from state and local CPA 
societies and from college advisers. You should 
also consider inquiring about the College Account­
ing Testing Program offered by the American Insti­
tute of Certified Public Accountants. This testing 
program includes an orientation test designed to 
measure learning abilities in the verbal and 
mathematical areas associated with business situa­
tions and an achievement test useful in helping 
students decide whether they should enter a profes­
sional accounting program.
CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
After certification, CPAs must maintain their 
technical competence. Formal courses and self­
study in areas of one’s interest are essential. To 
keep up with new developments and change, the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accoun­
tants, state CPA societies and their local chapters, 
accounting firms, and other organizations sponsor 
programs on a wide range of topics. The boards of 
accountancy of most states now require specified 
amounts of continuing education. Such education
is a means of learning new theories, requirements, 
and techniques for solving emerging problems. 
Upgrading old skills and learning new ones are 
both a professional challenge and an opportunity.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
The independent certified public accountant examines a company’s information system as a basis for 
determining and performing the audit procedures necessary to express a professional opinion 
on a company’s financial statements.
CPAs may practice as sole practitioners or 
may associate to form firms of various sizes. Gen­
erally, as a firm grows, so does the scope of its 
services and its geographical operations. It is 
common to refer to public accounting firms in 
terms of their geographic service capabilities — 
local, regional, national, or international.
You can expect many opportunities for pro­
fessional growth, regardless of whether you work 
as a sole practitioner or as a member of a firm. Your 
own personality, motivation, technical skills, geo­
graphical preferences, and professional goals will 
determine where you belong.
AUDITING
Independent certified public accountants who 
serve clients represent an important segment of the 
accounting function. A substantial part of public 
accounting practice consists of audit services. In 
this activity, CPAs examine clients’ financial 
statements and express a professional opinion on 
the presentation. Investors, consumers, creditors, 
and other interested parties rely on the CPA’s opin­
ion in using the audited financial statements for 
making decisions. This is a unique role for CPAs. 
Excellence in this activity has encouraged a de­
mand for CPAs’ professional opinions on financial 
statements related to regulatory and legal disclo­
sure requirements. Many CPAs also develop ex­
pertise to assist in matters of tax accounting and 
management operations.
If you work for a firm, you can expect to 
progress through several positions. Initially, you 
would be a “staff accountant,” assisting those in 
charge of the audit engagements in conducting the 
examination. Next, you would serve as an “in- 
charge” accountant, having responsibility for 
planning and conducting audit engagements. The 
next promotion would be to “manager,” a position 
that carries the responsibility for overseeing a 
number of audit engagements and supervising the 
in-charge accountants. The final promotion is to 
“partner” of the firm, a position with responsibil­
ity for managing the firm as well as supervising the 
work of the managers. Throughout these ranks, 
salaries are attractive and compare favorably with 
those of other professions.
COMPILATION AND TAX ADVISORY SERVICES
REVIEW
The accounting profession has recognized 
that different types of enterprises have different 
accounting requisites and that not all users of fi­
nancial statements have the same information 
needs. Although many small, private companies 
have annual audits, many more engage CPAs not to 
perform an audit but to help prepare financial 
statements and provide operating and financial 
advice.
These smaller, privately owned companies 
depend on CPAs to assist them by providing ac­
counting services that, in larger companies, are 
normally provided by their employees.
Taxation is a complex and challenging area of
the accounting profession and is now a significant 
segment of the practices of both large and small 
CPA firms. Due to the constantly changing tax 
laws and the growing complexity of businesses, 
the tax professional is involved with many types of 
businesses as well as with individuals making per­
sonal tax decisions.
The responsibilities of CPAs specializing in 
the tax area are broad. They include tax planning 
and advice, tax return and supporting document 
preparation, representation of clients before gov­
ernmental agencies, and other assistance to clients 
in complying with the tax laws.
The extremely rapid expansion of the scope,
complexity, and impact of tax problems has con­
siderably increased the demand for skilled tax pro­
fessionals. For those who show promise in this 
growing area of the accounting profession, the 
rewards have become increasingly satisfying.
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY SERVICES
Certified public accountants are frequently 
engaged to provide objective advice on a variety of 
problems in private firms and in government. 
These problems involve, among other things, the 
development of information and control systems, 
and production and marketing systems.
CPAs in public practice are familiar with the 
internal operation of organizations. It is logical, 
therefore, that management should turn to them for 
objective advice.
Organizations engage independent CPAs for 
assistance on such matters as
• Devising a reporting system for better control 
and decision-making.
• Installing a cost accounting system or computer 
operation.
• Implementing a work measurement program for 
greater efficiency.
• Improving production control procedures.
• Developing an organization plan with definitions 
of duties and responsibilities.
Governmental units also engage CPAs for ad­
visory services. These include examinations of the 
effectiveness of social programs, studies of financ­
ing methods for communities, and other services. 
Management advisory services are now performed 




The reports and analyses of management accountants are essential ingredients of most business decisions. 
Thus, the management accountant participates in virtually every phase of business 
problem-solving and decision-making.
A CPA in the role of management accountant 
is expected to determine the financial effects of 
projected management actions aimed at achieving 
organization objectives. The management accoun­
tant is responsible for developing, producing, and 
analyzing data useful for business decisions and for 
reporting it to interested parties.
A significant percentage of all CPAs are em­
ployed in private industry as chief financial offi­
cers, controllers, chief accountants, or internal au­
ditors. Because of the importance attributed to the 
financial management function in attaining an or­
ganization’s goals, the CPA is a solid member of 
the top management group and can become chief 
executive officer of a company.
GOVERNMENTAL AND 
INSTITUTIONIA L ACCOUNTING
Those persons elected or appointed to public offices must determine how well programs are working, 
if they are achieving their goals, and whether the taxpayer^ dollars are being spent efficiently. 
CPAs provide the data to help make these determinations.
The need for financial measurement, report­
ing, and control over the activities of government 
at all levels as well as educational, religious, and 
charitable institutions is now being recognized. 
The public sector of our economy has grown 
greatly in the last quarter century. As noncommer­
cial organizations are more affected by inherent 
requirements for financial reporting and controls, 
they need more certified public accountants on 
their staffs.
The federal government hires CPAs in many 
of its agencies, such as the Internal Revenue Serv­
ice, the General Accounting Office, and the De­
fense Contract Audit Agency. The Internal Reve­
nue Service, among other responsibilities, audits 
individual and company tax returns. The General 
Accounting Office is the audit arm of the U.S. 
Congress, assisting in investigations to determine 
policy compliance and performing a broad range of 
other activities. The Defense Contract Audit 
Agency concentrates on audits of defense contrac­





Accounting faculty are at the same time members of two professions, accounting and education. 
They bear the responsibilities and gain the rewards of both professions.
As accounting educators, CPAs are members 
of the faculties of community colleges, colleges of 
business administration, and graduate schools of 
business. Many universities are now establishing 
schools of professional accountancy comparable to 
those of the other professions, such as law, 
medicine, and architecture.
Accounting educators may begin their careers 
as instructors. After obtaining advanced education 
and experience, they may eventually be promoted 
to professors. They are expected to excel in teach­
ing, to contribute to the profession through re­
search and participation in professional activities, 
and to advance the interests of the community 
through public service projects. Professional 
accounting educators participate in professional 
activities acting as consultants, serving on commit­
tees of the professional organizations, and educat­
ing students to be technically competent. Like 
the other branches of the profession, accounting 
education has a great need for well-trained men 
and women.
THE CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS 
CONTRIBUTION TO SOCIETY
Together we face the problems of a changing 
world: poverty, pollution, energy crisis, overpopu­
lation, and interpersonal conflict. But no one faces 
both the best and the worst possibilities more 
squarely than the student choosing a lifetime 
career. Making this choice raises questions about 
career aptitudes as well as the ability to make basic 
social adjustments to the world as it is.
Certified public accountants are socially and 
culturally involved. Every significant event in 
modem society requires assessment of its worth in 
terms of manpower, materials, and money. This is 
the CPA’s specialty.
Accounting has become a social force, and 
CPAs are playing a major role in making a better 
society. The intellectual, economic, and other per­
sonal rewards are clearly present, and the opportu­
nity for individuals to contribute to a better world is 
truly exceptional.
THE WORLD OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS IS THE 
PROVINCE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS. IT IS THEIR ROLE TO 
APPREHEND IT, ANALYZE IT, SYSTEMATIZE 
IT, AND PORTRAY IT. THE MORE COMPLEX 
THIS WORLD IS, THE MORE DEMANDING 
IS THE ROLE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
CPAS WORK WITH PEOPLE, NOT MACHINES. 
CPAS ARE ANALYSTS, PLANNERS, AND 
PROBLEM SOLVERS. CONTINUED BUSINESS 
EXPANSION INCREASES THE DEMAND FOR 
CPA SERVICES. THUS, ACCOUNTING IS A 
LEADING GROWTH PROFESSION TODAY.
American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036
4567890 RE 898765432 870104
AICPA  










If problems stimulate you, and if you have aptitude 
for concentrated, constructive, creative thinking, you 
might make a good CPA—with opportunities in public 
accounting, industry, education or government. You 
might even decide to form a firm of your own.
See the Accounting Department Chairman today to 
arrange a convenient appointment so that all YOUR 
questions about the nation’s fastest growing profession 
may be answered.
For additional information mail one of the attached cards 
to:
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
Careers in Professional Accounting 
1211 Avenue of the Americas 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AICPA/STATE SOCIETY MANUAL OF PROGRAMS
FOR STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS
Evaluation Form
1. The information and materials contained in the manual are
useful □ not useful □
for the following reasons:
2. The manual would be more useful with the following additions or deletions:
3. I suggest the following changes in organization, format, and/or design:
4. I have the following additional comments:
Name _   Please return form to:
State Society _______________ _________________
and Affiliation
Beatrice Sanders, Manager
Relations with Educators Division
American Institute of CPAs
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036Date
AICPA/STATE SOCIETY MANUAL OF PROGRAMS
FOR STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS
Evaluation Form
1. The information and materials contained in the manual are 
useful □ not useful □
for the following reasons:
2. The manual would be more useful with the following additions or deletions:
3. I suggest the following changes in organization, format, and/or design:
4. I have the following additional comments:
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American Institute of CPAs
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New York, New York 10036Date __________________________________________
